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rock art and Indo-European symbolism / Asa C. Fredell And Marco V.
Garcia Quintela -- Rock art and religion : the sun journey in Indo-
European mythology and Bronze Age rock art / Kristian Kristiansen --
To excavate images : some results from the Tanum Rock Art Project,
1997-2004 / Lasse Bengtsson -- Perspectives in European rock art :
the archaeology of glance / Felipe Criado Boado -- The spaces of
representation and the domestication of landscape in rock art societies
/ Manuel Santos Estevez.
In this volume, which is the outcome of the four-year long
collaboration project SARA (Scandinavian and Atlantic Rock Art)
between the archaeology department at University of Gothenburg and
the Laboratory of Heritage of Spanish National Research Council, nine
papers summarize new excavation and survey results, advanced studies
of iconography and intriguing landscape studies. It addresses topics
such as human activities in the vicinity and surroundings of rock-art
panels, movement and communication, ritual and symbolism, and
finally representations and constructions of landscapes. The book...


